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our sustainability vision

Ekodenge was founded in 1996 with the objective of
supporting Turkey’s approximation to EU requirements in the
environmental sector and providing the high level
engineering and consultancy services needed by the public
and private sectors.
Ekodenge’s commitment to holistic sustainability solutions
is supported by the academic background and research
capacity of its expert team. Added its integrated quality and
ethics code for all levels of cooperation, Ekodenge has
proven to be one of the forerunning consultancy companies
in its ﬁeld.
Multiple successfully completed ﬂagship projects in Turkey,
Europe, Asia and Middle East Countries has established
Ekodenge as an international, reliable and high level
solution provider.
Celebrating its 20th year, Ekodenge aims at delivering
solutions and services at industrial and urban domains and
going beyond the state of the art in its technical capacity for
taking a leading role in designing sustainable futures.

technical operation model: from research to market services

Drivers

R&D

Sustainability Targets
Sectoral and Regulatory Needs
Social Responsibility

Research and Innovation Works
and International Cooperation

core fields of activity

Market Services
New Generation Sustainable
Market Services

Industrial Sustainability Services

Sustainable Cities and Districts
Revenue distribution
Last 5 years

Ekodenge develops new generation
technologies and integrated
solutions in all the market ﬁelds it is
involved in, based on sustainability
targets as wel as sectorial and legal
requirements.
This allows the company to play a
leading role in market penetration of
R&D outputs and facilitating their
implementation.
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19%
International R&D
Funds

Sustainable Architecture

3%
National R&D
Funds

38%
International Consultancy
+Engineering + Architectural
Services

Risk Engineering

40%
National Consultancy
+ Engineering + Architectural
Services

Information Technologies and Digital Platforms
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Industrial Sustainability Services

Drivers

Research Fields and Background

- Environmental compliance
- Adoption of new circular economy models
- Meeting technological advancements
- Corporate responsibility

- Industrial symbiosis
- Circular economy
- Cleaner production
- New process development and optimization

Industry plays a pivotal role in
conforming to sustainability
targets while satisfying humans’
ever-increasing demand for
consumption. To face pressing
global issues such as climate
change, industry needs to reinvent
and transform itself, positioning
sustainability and life cycle
thinking in the core of business
practices. To realize this goal,
Ekodenge provides industry with
expertise and appropriate tools.
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Demonstration of an innovative
industrial symbiosis model in the
resource intensive construction
value chain and moving towards
circular economy

Improving sustainability
performance in industrial and
urban ecosystems through resource
and energy eﬃciency

Integrating low cost, sustainable
and biological water sanitation
technologies in multiple modular
conﬁgurations to increase the
sustainable performance of the
water sector

Demonstration and replication of
key enabling strategies and actions
in plastic packaging sector to
facilitate the transition from the
current linear value chain to a chain
aligned with circular economy
principles

FAPA
Circular economy: towards more restorative and
regenerative industrial systems.

Industrial Sustainability Services

Development of fumaric acid
production processes from
renewable feedstock by the
support of multi-objective
optimization, LCA and LCC

POAP

Development of eﬃcient processes
for obtaining D-lactic acid and
itaconic acid from low lignin
agricultural wastes
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Industrial Sustainability Services

Services and Benefits

Products

Industrial Sustainability Services

- Industrial symbiosis analyses

For Industries

- Eco-eﬃciency assessments
- Consultancy on improving resource eﬃciency
- Integrated pollution prevention and control

EPESUS is a powerful tool for environmental and economic sustainability
assessment with real time and spatial big data analysis capabilities.

- Waste and water management consultancy

EPESUS Software is capable of identifying the material and energy ﬂows
throughout the life cycle processes of products and determine the
environmental impacts through LCA. It provides assistance in the fulﬁllment
of environmental requirements and boosting the competitiveness of industrial
establishments in the international domain.

- Environmental management services
- LCA - Life Cycle Assessment
- LCC - Life Cycle Costing

c

- Process modeling

36.50Mt
2

- Cleaner production strategies
- Network analysis through industrial ecology metrics
- Sustainability assessment for resource and energy eﬃciency

Amount of annual
equivalent carbon
emission reduction
potential created by our
EU funded projects
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Sustainable Cities and Districts

Drivers

- Urban sprawl
- Global climate change and adaptation
- Environmental impacts of building stock
- Urban resource eﬃciency

Cities, as the built environment
within urban system boundaries,
are globally among top consumers
of energy and resources.
Urban sources are believed to
generate 75% of all greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, which makes
cities fundamental to achieving the
resource eﬃciency, low-carbon
performance and urban resilience
necessary to deliver sustainable
living spaces.

Research Fields and Background

Sustainable Cities and Districts

- Innovative construction materials
- Agent-based modelling
- Urban metabolism
- Nature-based solutions

Developing complementary and interactive modules to engage urban stakeholders
in a collective-learning process about re-naturing cities, as well as provide tools for
the impact assessment, valorisation and follow-up of NBS projects

Developing and demonstrating
replicable strategies for
designing, constructing and
managing large scale district
renovation projects for achieving
nearly zero energy cities

Improving the skills and
competencies of workers of the
construction sector with novel
methodologies, techniques and
software management

Striving for delivering smart and target-oriented
solutions to sustainability challenges.
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Sustainable Cities and Districts

Services and Benefits

Products

Sustainable Cities and Districts

- Sustainable energy approaches
For Cities

- Green infrastructure planning

By analyzing urban ecosystems and networks in terms of environmental impacts as well
as external and embedded costs, EPESUS will assist stakeholders and decision makers to
reduce urban footprints, reduce climate change vulnerability of cities and promote
energy and resource eﬃciency.

- Sustainable use of natural resources
- Delivering smart city solutions to the market

EPESUS for cities models and monitors ﬂows such as material, energy etc.occuring in
built environment, districts and cities, industrial zones, waste and infrastructure facilities,
with geographical information system (GIS) based analysis and visualization capabilities
and supports informed decision making at district or city level.

c

MUĞLA SEAP

3300t
2

Compilation of the greenhouse gas inventory and development of sustainable energy
action plan (SEAP) for the Muğla province in Turkey. Ekodenge has provided a detailed
building GHG emission assessment using EPESUS Cities involving GHG emission
prediction methodology based on diﬀerent building types, GIS visualization and LCA
capabilities.

Amount of equivalent
carbon emissions
avoided through our
urban project
demonstrations
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Sustainable Architecture

Drivers

- Contemporary and unique architectural design
- Sustainable change in the building sector
- Minimizing the ecological footprint of buildings
- Designing a healthy built environment
- Providing energy and resource eﬃcient solutions
Ekodenge’s environmentally and user
friendly, high performance designs evolve
around healthy materials, clean
production, energy and cost eﬃciency.
Context, environmental factors, cultural
and historical conditions blend into unique
solutions in contemporary designs.
The mutual deﬁning factor of Ekodenge’s
projects is the combined beneﬁts of EU
funded research projects, scholarly studies
and implementation experience. The
architecture team stands out with its
interdisciplinary team and national and
international collaborations.

Research Fields and Background

Sustainable Architecture

- Environment friendly design
- Energy eﬃciency in buildings
- Clean materials
- Integrated building design approach
- Masterplanning & design in protected areas

Integrated Building Design Approach

Two demo green buildings that will set an example to public buildings in Turkey were designed under
UNDP Promoting Energy Eﬃciency in Buildings in Turkey project. The project has adopted the
Integrated Building Design Approach, façade design, proportions, orientation and all design decisions
were based on the energy, lighting and ventilation analysis of the building and Life Cycle Cost
Assessment.

Research, design and
demonstration for an innovative,
cost-eﬀective, adaptable and
industrialized envelope system for
building refurbishment

Design system responding to the
need for fast, adaptable, cost and
energy eﬃcient retroﬁtting for
public buildings

Inspired by nature to create the best living environments
with the least impact on the planet.
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Sustainable Architecture

Services and Benefits

Projects

- Environmentally friendly building design
- Masterplan and landscape design

Sustainable Architecture

Energy Eﬃciency in Buildings Project /Turkey
Project Partners: Willen Associates, Atelier Ten

Wildlife Park Projects / Azerbaijan,China,Vietnam, Turkey

Oﬃce Building for Ministry of Environment /Turkey
Project Partners: Willen Associates, Atelier Ten

Green Building in Protected Areas /Funded by
EU Commission

Faculty of Health and Sciences Library,
Hacettepe University /Turkey

Green Building Consultancy

Solution Partners: Bernard Harrison and Friends, Design for Life

- Interior design
- Construction supervision and consultancy
- Building energy modelling
- Passive and renewable energy systems' analysis
- Water and waste management
- Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Cost Analysis
- Eco-friendly design consultancy

The ﬁrst green
public buildng in
Turket is on its way!
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Risk Engineering

Drivers

Research Fields and Projects

- Existing and emerging technical and legal requirements
- Need for expertise to ensure industrial safety
- Catastrophic results of major industrial accidents
- Integrated data handling need for safety management
- Possible threats to public and environmental safety

Risk engineering is an endeavor to
identify, assess and manage dangerous
incidents and situations that aﬀect
project and process performance targets.
By combining scholarly perspective with
ﬁeld experience, Ekodenge Risk
Engineering Group develops industrial
system- and case-speciﬁc
methodologies.
The consultancy services provided by
Risk Engineering Group for upper and
lower tier industrial facilities lead to the
development of integrated safety
management systems along with
inherently safe decisions and applicable
solutions.
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Risk Engineering

- Technical risk assessment methods
- Hybrid methods
- Scope determination
- Design compliance
- Project life cycle

SEVESO

Strengthening the capacity of central and local staﬀ of The Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security and relevant local authorities,
performing implementation and supervision trainings, contribution to national legislation
preparation

Development of conceptual and detailed design of Risk Analysis Information System
(ERABİS) and commercializion activities.

Methanol
Production
from Coal

Characterization of concept design processes, multi-criteria readiness analysis, process
hazard analysis, quantitative risk analysis and modeling studies with Tübitak Concept
Design Team in the project of Tunçbilek Methanol Production from Coal Pilot Facility

ERMG is also a member of the "EU VRi European Virtual Institute for Integrated Risk
Management", the Institute of the European Union for Integrated Risk Management. This
organization operates to develop internationally risk analysis techniques, develop joint
projects and enable risk analysts to use the resources they need in common.
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Risk Engineering

Services and Benefits

Products and References

Risk Engineering

- Risk management execution plan preparation
- Front end engineering stage planning
- Advanced practitioner trainings
- Process hazard analysis

ERABIS is the ﬁrst integrated risk engineering software developed in Turkey, provides 10
modules and 5 diﬀerent types of licences. It is a product of the interdisciplinary expertise
of Ekodenge's Risk Engineering and Information Technologies departments and has been
funded by TUBITAK, The Scientiﬁc and Technological Research Council of Turkey.

- Multi-criteria readiness analysis
- SEVESO consultancy
- Design consultancy for explosives manufacturing and storage
- Integrated safety management system
- SIL assessment
- Simulation of ﬁre, explosion and toxic dispersion
- Quantitative risk assessment
- Monte Carlo simulation
- Enhanced explosion protection document preparation
- Scenario-based internal emergency plan

10911
person
10,69
km2
and their
surroundings were
protected with our
work in 40 facilities.
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Information Technologies and Digital Platforms

Drivers

Research Fields and Background

- Optimizasyon
- Agent based modelling
- Industrial symbiosis
- Geographical information systems and urban analyses
- Internet of Things

- Digitalising of factories, industrial networks, buildings, cities
- Digitalising of citizens and social innovation
- Big data management and analytics needs
- Need for a holistic optimization approach for sustainability
- Industry 4.0 solutions and their beneﬁts
In todays digital age, information
technologies and eﬀective data
analytics are a requirement in order to
provide sustainable solutions at all
domains.
Ekodenge delivers solutions where
industry, cities and citizens are actors
and multiple interdisciplinary elements
such as dynamic energy markets,
technological developments, social
engagement and innovation,
econometric targets, and climate
change trends are concerned.

In the age of data sustainability in all fields requires IT
infrastructure and suitable data analysis skills
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Information Technologies and Digital Platforms

Dynamic and multi objective
industrial optimization

Multi-sectorial, multi parameter
analyses with new indicators
used for the eﬀective design and
management of industrial
networks

Agent Based modelling: Modelling
and simulating the welfare,
happiness, health and decisions of
citizens with respect to the
changes in urban ecosystems

Research for Internet of Things and
data transfer infrastructures:
Development of an information
system and low power wide area
network hardware device set for
building energy management,
demand forecasting and
continuous online optimisation

FAPA
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Information Technologies and Digital Platforms

Services and Benefits

- Industrial data management

Products

Information Technologies and Digital Platforms

EPESUS City / EPESUS Industry: Material and energy ﬂow analyses and decision support
for Industrial and Urban Domains

- LCA software platform and services
- Multi parameter and new generation indicators for performance evaluation
- Decision support for urban level data analyses, scenario simulations

Data management hardware and software infrastructure and online monitoring and
decision support service for energy management in buildings and campuses

- Modelling of carbon reduction solutions
- Internet of Things solutions for energy management
- Online energy monitoring and optimisation services

Information platform for the management and mitigation of Industrial Risks with
qualitative and quantitative analyses

BEKRA Information System: Portal for the Ministry of Environment and Urbanisation for
the notiﬁcation, analyses major accident hazards and accident modelling
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our values

environment

quality assurance

- Taking responsibility and creating
solutions for the future of the planet

- Adherence to work ethics

- Commitment to minimising ecological
footprint on all of the studied domains

- Total quality management for all projects
with the Project Management Oﬃce structure

social initiative

collaboration

- Educational projects, creating
awareness and developing holistic
solution structures

- Cooperation and mutual strengthening
for sustainable development

- Gender balance and social equality
driven team and work ethics
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our team

- Over 30 Turkish institutions supported
towards EU collaborations with over
5 millon Euro funds mobilised

“The best way to predict future is to design it.”
Working for a sustainable future.

B. Fuller
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Your solution partner in sustainability vision

Hacettepe Teknokenti, 1.Ar-Ge Binası
No:18, 06800, Beytepe, Ankara, Turkey
Level 39, One Canada Square
Canary Wharf, London E14 5AB, UK

ekodenge
T : (+90) 312 299 25 55
F : (+90) 312 299 25 58

www.ekodenge.com
info@ekodenge.com

ekodengeas
ekodengeas

